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Man's Shirt

Historical Notes:
The shirt was the man's main 

undergarment from the middle ages until 
the mid-ninteenth century, with only minor 
changes in shape. A regular farmer might 
have as many as 10 of these shirts in his 
wardrobe. The shirt's job is to protect the 
body from scratchy or uncomfortable 
clothes and also to protect over-garments 
from the skin's oils and sweat. Because 
“underwear” (as in, covering the leg area) 
was uncommon, the shirt has long tails 
which tuck into the pants and can tuck 
around the areas which modern underwear would cover. The pattern 
pieces which make it up are all rectangles and triangles, so it is easy to 
fit the pieces together when laying them out on the fabric. This means it 
is easy to minimize fabric waste, especially when cutting out large 
numbers of shirts (seriously, 6-12 at a time!). The shirt is white, since 
white is the easiest color to wash (because it is safe to bleach). 
However, some laborers in the mid-ninteenth century might wear a blue 
or checked work shirt, because practical and non-bleaching soap was 
widespread (which had not been true before 1800).

How to wear:
Put on over the head, then button the neck button and cuff buttons.

Care and Washing:
Machine wash and dry with like colors. Bleach is ok. Make sure it is 
100% dry before putting it away.

Alterations:
If the sleeves are too long, roll them up. If the neckband is too small, 
leave it unbuttoned. If the shirttails are absurdly too long (they should 
be mid-thigh at least, but longer than knee length is too long), hem 
them up to mid-thigh length. Machine sewing is fine since the shirttails 
tuck in.
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Man's Pants

Historical Notes:
Long pants like these were first worn by 

farm laborers in the late 1700s, but in the 1800s 
long pants came into fashion for all men. Farm 
work pants were typically made of heavyweight 
“natural” colored canvas or twill (like jeans but 
tan), which would wear well. These pants are a 
little too lightweight, because the 
aforementioned pants fabrics were all made of 
cotton rather than linen. The pants have a 
button fly – zippers weren't invented until the 
1880s (and even then, they weren't suitable for 
clothing). The pants are held up with 
suspenders rather than a belt. Some men in the mid-nineteenth century 
did use belts. Suspenders were holding out from the early 1800s, when 
pants were too high waisted to even use a belt. Suspenders are 
preferable to a belt for an active laborer, because belts sometimes still 
can be too loose and allow the pants to sag, whereas suspenders do not.

How to wear:
Button the back suspenders to the pants. Pull them on; tuck in the 
shirttails.
Bring the suspenders over the shoulders and button them on to the 
pants front. Button the fly and waistband. Adjust the suspenders' length 
so that the pants waistband sits at or above the belly button.

Front suspenders Back suspenders

If the pants are loose in the waist, use the three adjustment cords in the 
waistband to reduce their size – from the inside of the waistband, grab 
hold of the adjustment cord and pull until it is tightened enough, then 
knot the cord with a plain overhand knot.

Loose waist Find adjustment cord

Pull cord    Overhand knot inside waistband

Care and Washing:
Machine wash and dry with like colors. Make sure they are 100% dry 
before putting them away. Make sure they are properly hemmed or 
cuffed so that they don't get chewed up around the bottom of the leg 
opening.



Alterations:
If the pants legs are too long (they will be), hem them. Machine hem is 
fine since it will be way down at the ground. The hem should be at least 
an inch from the ground, and no higher than the top of the foot. If you 
don't have time for a hem, cuff the pants.

Notes on Suspenders

The suspenders' length is adjusted with the gold “friction buckles” by 
lifting the buckle front, pulling the strap to the desired length, and 
pushing the buckle front back into place. The buckles are fiddly about 
shutting again, Try to get the buckle teeth to rest above the buckle's 
back bar.

Closed Open Closed again

Care and Washing:
Spot clean. Make sure they are 100% dry before putting them away.

Man's Hat

Historical Notes:
It was usual for men to always 

wear a hat outside. This particular hat is 
really just for a farmer to protect himself 
from the sun, or to go to market in. The 
high crown imitates the shape of a real top 
hat (which would be made of black beaver 
felt).

How to wear:
Put it on firmly, so the wind can't get at it. The brim should be 
approximately parallel with the ground.

Care and Washing:
Spot treat but only if it's really necessary (ie, it fell in a mudpuddle). 
Never ever store it damp or let it sit in water.

Alterations:
If it's really much too big (and/or is really scratchy around the 
forehead), glue a strip of ordinary craft store felt around the inside of 
the crown at the join where it meets the brim. Use elmer's or another 
weak school glue, so that the felt can be pulled right off if later it is no 
longer needed.



Notes on Man's Hair

Like white men of their time, nineteenth century African-
American men wore the hair on their head fairly short, and many 
attempted a side part. The fashions for facial hair were basically 
anything goes. Of course the reenactor will come with whatever hair 
they have already, but for fun, here are some period photographs for 
inspiration:

 Frederick Douglas!
 hair coaxed straight back
 mustache and goatee

Civil War Soldier 
Head appears shaved 

 Hair vaguely side-parted
 visibly curly
 mustache

visible side part 
smoothed sides 

 slight side part
 defined curls all over head
 mustache and small goatee

Notes on Man's Underwear

The reenactor ought to wear his own modern underwear under 
the outfit. Likely he will be in favor of this, but even if he is an 
adventurous sort he should still be exhorted to save the laundress from 
the uncomfortable reality of crotch sweat. That said, the underwear 
need to be either white or light tan because a darker color might have 
some likelihood of showing through the pants.

Notes on Man's Shoes

The reenactor ought to wear plain boots which are black. 
Modern work boots would do well enough, since the shoe will be 
mostly covered by the pants leg, but just for fun, here are some images 
of actual period shoes:

laced work shoe/boot dressier laced boot

smooth-toe dress shoe evening slipper



Lady's Chemise

Historical Notes:
The chemise was the lady's only 

undergarment from the middle ages through 
the mid-nineteenth century. Starting in the 
1820s, some women supplemented their 
chemise with drawers to cover the legs, but 
these were not like modern drawers – they had 
no crotch seam, so the lady could go to the 
bathroom with out having to take them off 
completely! The chemise is designed to protect 
the body from scratchy or uncomfortable 
clothes and also to protect over-garments from 
the skin's oils and sweat. The seams are all 
stitched on the outside of the chemise so that, when a corset was laced 
over it, the seams wouldn't dig into the lady's body. The pattern pieces 
which make it up are all rectangles and triangles, so it is easy to fit the 
pieces together when laying them out on the fabric. This means it is 
easy to minimize fabric waste, especially when cutting out large 
numbers of shirts (seriously, 6-12 at a time!). The chemise is white, 
since white is the easiest color to wash (because it is safe to bleach). 
The slit and buttons at the center front of the garment are not needed in 
order to put the chemise on but rather to facilitate breastfeeding without 
taking the chemise off.

How to wear:
Put it on over the head.

Care and washing:
Machine wash and dry with like colors. Bleach is ok. Make sure it is 
100% dry before putting it away.

Alterations:
None should be called for, since the chemise is a free-size garment (and 
since it doesn't matter whether the hem comes to the knee or mid-calf).

Lady's Petticoat

Historical Notes:
One or more petticoats were worn by 

women throughout the nineteenth century. 
This petticoat is a good example of a casual 
petticoat for housework. The tucks and 
cording around the bottom edge help the edge 
to be more stiff and the petticoat to be more 
poofy, so that the lady can wear fewer 
petticoats and still achieve a pleasing shape. 
Work outfits had less extreme skirt shapes 
than fashionable daywear or evening wear. In 
the 1860s, large fashionable gowns had the 
skirts supported with hoopskirts, because no 
amount of cording and tucks could be as big as the fashion demanded.

How to wear:
Put on over the head, over the chemise. Bring the opening to center 
back. Draw up the drawstrings until the skirt fits, then tie them in a 
bow. Treat the two drawstrings on each side as a single unit. Leave the 
little rumples that result from pulling the drawstring as close to the 
center back as possible so there is more fullness there. The waist of the 
petticoat should rest as close to the bottom of the ribcage as it can be 
convinced to do. At the very least, it should be above the belly button.

Opening to the back        pulling the drawstrings      tied in a bow



Care and washing:
If the hem drags in the dirt, wait until the dirt is dry and then brush it 
off firmly with a stiff brush. Machine wash and dry with like colors, but 
ONLY if it is really dirty to the point of smelling weird. The tucks and 
cording at the hem and the gathers at the waist will hold onto water 
very stubbornly and it is hard to get the petticoat completely dry. Make 
sure it is 100% dry before putting it away.

Alterations:
If the petticoat is too long, add another tuck around the bottom, similar 
to the ones which are there already. The petticoat should be ankle 
length or shorter so as not to show under the dress.

Lady's Dress

Historical Notes:
A work dress like this one would look 

suitable from around 1850 until 1870. The skirt 
is gathered more tightly in the back, inspired by 
the fashionable dress of 1869, which put more 
fullness towards the back. For this same reason, 
the waist is slightly higher than a natural waist. 
The sleeves are somewhat loose, to allow them 
to be rolled up when the lady is engaged in a 
messy task. The skirt has a tuck in it, so that if 
the hem started to fray from being dragged in the 
dirt, the tuck could be let out and the hem re-
sewn with an intact part of the fabric.The use of a solid colored linen 
rather than printed cotton gives this work dress a somewhat dressier 
quality. The collar and cuffs of the dress are not integrated into the 
dress but merely tacked on. This allowed these white bits to protect the 
actual dress fabric in areas where it was likely to rub most against the 
skin, and they could be taken out and washed and then basted back in 
to save the dress from needing to be washed.

How to wear:
Put on over the chemise and petticoat. Stick the chemise sleeves inside 
the dress sleeves so that the armpits of the dress are approximately 
covered by the armpits of the chemise. Fasten the hooks and eyes down 
the center front. Then pull the center front drawstrings until the skirt 
waist fits. Tie these in a bow and tuck the bow under the skirts. Hook 
the skirt closed. Arrange the folds of the bodice a bit. Hook the cuffs of 
the sleeves closed.

    The layers  hooks and eyes      the drawstrings         the skirt hook



Care and Washing:
If the hem drags in the dirt, wait until the dirt is dry and then brush it 
off firmly with a stiff brush. If the cuffs or collar are showing signs of 
yellowing, remove them from the dress, wash them, and baste them 
back on (like real historical people!). Try as hard as possible to cover 
the most sweaty parts of the body with the chemise so that the chemise 
catches the sweat and the dress stays clean (and unstinky) for longer. 
Air the dress for an hour after it has been worn to help avoid stink. 
Machine wash and dry with like colors, but ONLY if it is really dirty to 
the point of smelling weird.  The gathers at the waist will hold onto 
water very stubbornly and it is very hard to get the dress completely 
dry. Make sure it is 100% dry before putting it away.

Alterations:
If the dress is too long, shorten it by adding another tuck to the skirt 
above the first one. If it is too short, remove the tuck in the skirt by 
picking out the stitches. The skirt should be between floor length and 
ankle length. If there isn't enough time for that, just fold the skirt hem 
up and secure it with safety pins. Better a pinned hem than for the skirt 
to get stepped on repeatedly.

Lady's Hat

Historical Notes:

Straw hats like this were somewhat 
fashionable starting in the 1850s. The hat is 
large enough to shade the face somewhat, but 
hats in the mid-nineteenth century were 
changing from functional sunshades to small 
decorative perching hats (the sunshade duty was taken over by 
parasols, until even those became impractically small). This hat has 
chin ties, but other hats in the same period were being held on by 
hatpins.

How to wear:
Set the hat on top of the hair, with the brim parallel to the ground. Tie 
the straps under the chin. If the hair can support it, the straps can also 
tie at the nape of the neck.

Care and washing:
Spot treat but only if it's really necessary (ie, it fell in a mudpuddle). 
Never ever store it damp or let it sit in water.

Alterations:
There's really no need. Since the hat tends to perch on the tip-top of the 
head, it's one size fits all.



Notes on Lady's Hair

African American women of the nineteenth century sometimes 
wore their hair short, and sometimes wore it in styles inspired by 
fashionable white hairstyles. Naturally the reenactor will have her own 
hairstyle, but here are some period photographs for inspiration:

 sharp center part
 braid over back of head

sharp center part 
Sides slicked down 

 back hair pulled back
 front hair center parted

center part 
uniform wave in the hair 

 center part

Center part 
uniform wave in hair 

Notes on Lady's Underwear

The reenactor will likely want to wear some modern underwear 
under the chemise. This is simply a matter of preference. The only 
issue is in the shape of the bra. The 1860s shape has a lower bosom 
than the modern ideal, and the two breasts were not clearly defined. 
Push-up bras and other bras which are very firmly upholstered will give 
a distinctly modern silhouette. It would be best if the reenactor wore 
some kind of soft bra (the kind which, if she were to take it off, could 
not stand up on its own). If by some happenstance the reenactor has her 
own mid-nineteenth century corset, she should absolutely wear it over 
the chemise and under the petticoat and dress, because it will give her a 
more period posture.

Notes on Lady's Shoes

The reenactor ought to wear plain black flats or flat-heeled 
ankle boots. Just for fun, here are some pictures of period shoes:

buttoned ankle boot side-laced boot

indoor flats evening shoe


